
Ch apter 2

Group Dynamics
Exhibit Meetings and Expertise

Making exhibits is a creative act, and, like most creative acts, is best done by a small 
group with the passion, skills, commitment, and vision to see the project through to fi -
nal completion. . . . Exhibits and their development are human and, often, irrational 
and emotional acts, not given to easy prediction or regulation.

Creating Exhibits1

This chapter is about the experts that plan exhibits. By contrast 
to what we saw in the last chapter, today’s National Museum of Natural 
History (NMNH) exhibits are planned not by scientists and their depart-
mental staff s but by highly interdisciplinary teams from diff erent museum 
offi  ces and departments. Where the last chapter was based on archival re-
search, here I use grounded ethnographic observation and interviews to 
show how exhibit projects create a unique microcosm of the museum, 
where ordinarily siloed disciplines and modes of communication mingle 
in collective translation, negotiation, and imagining.

I begin by describing some of my early impressions and general fi ndings 
about the ways that disciplines and expertise are siloed in the museum 
through space, communication styles, and perceived (and real) frictions 
and hierarchies. I include some of the ways that my own positionality 
played into these observations. I then describe how expertise manifests 
through the exhibit-planning process, namely through diff erent modes 
of communication in textual production and speech. I draw on sociolo-
gist Erving Goff man’s work on role performance and institutional inter-
actions,2 anthropologist Frederick Bailey’s work on the anthropology of 
politics,3 literary theorist Homi Bhabha’s work on “interstitiality,”4 and 
anthropologists Jennifer Shannon and Douglas Holmes’s work on para-
ethnography5 to frame these discussions. I show that exhibit meetings are 
a unique space of inherent friction that can potentially generate fruitful 
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Group Dynamics: Exhibit Meetings and Expertise 57

complementarities. In fact, it is often through tension and diffi  cult conver-
sations across boundaries of expertise that team members describe being 
inspired to work creatively.

First Impressions and Institutional Trust

I began my research at the Smithsonian in the middle of a sticky DC 
July in 2012. Th ough a native east-coaster, I was struck, having just come 
from Vancouver, by the soupy hot air, the men and women sweating their 
way down the open avenues in their suits and tailored dresses, and the 
white-columned monumental structures looming over the streets. It’s im-
possible not to notice that you are in the nation’s capital. Th e Smithso-
nian’s museums sit squarely in the middle of this web of fl ags, national 
monuments, and federal offi  ces. I felt immediately that conducting re-
search at and about the NMNH, the third of the Smithsonian’s buildings 
built on the National Mall, physically and spatially carried the weight of 
this national context.

Approaching the building on my fi rst day, I felt a jittery excitement as 
I walked across the scorched grass from the Metro, fl anked by the Capitol 
to my right and the Washington Monument to my left. It is, after all, the 
Smithsonian. Even after working at the museum for some time, it’s hard 
not to have a little glimmer of pride when you approach the iconic build-
ing or tell others at a cocktail party where you work.

Th e Natural History Building itself is immense. On my fi rst day, black 
and green banners screaming “Titanoboa! Monster Snake,” loomed large 
over the little popcorn vendors and line of men on bicycle carts off ering 
rides to tourists. After climbing the entry stairs and passing through a 
security checkpoint, I entered the Rotunda, facing a giant elephant. To 
my left was a visitor services desk, and an IMAX ticket offi  ce beyond 
that. Hung all around the perimeter were a number of colorful banners 
indicating exhibit hall contents. To my right was the entrance to the fossil 
halls. Amid four marbled columns on this fi rst fl oor were two giant signs 
in blue, “Ancient Seas: Ice Age” and “Fossil Plants,” each bearing a little 
icon. Th rough the columns, beneath a large rectangular entry, is a hall 
labeled with a rounded evergreen sign that read “Dinosaurs and Fossil 
Mammals.” Th e Rotunda was cool, and marbled walls and high ceilings 
gave it a feeling of airiness, even though it was swamped with visitors; 
their cacophonous voices fi lled the space with a constant reverberating 
drone.
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58 Extinct Monsters to Deep Time

Th is isn’t where staff  usually enter, however. I was meeting with Siobhan 
Starrs, an exhibit developer with whom I’d be working at the Constitu-
tion Avenue entrance, where staff  typically meet guests or each other. 
To get there, I had to dodge lines of linked schoolchildren across the 
Rotunda to get to the vast and very new Ocean Hall, where I rode an 
escalator down to the ground fl oor. Th is area was brighter, with lower 
ceilings and a cream-colored tile fl oor and white walls. On either side of 
the space stood a large gift shop, one for kids fi lled with stuff ed animals, 
toys, knickknacks, and bouncing balls; the other, more adult-centric with 
cherry-blossom teacups, eccentric ties and scarves, jewelry, and coff ee-
table books.

Th rough a large opening I found the Constitution Avenue back en-
trance, temporarily paneled in white construction walls. After shuffl  ing 
around for a bit next to the Easter Island moai statue and watching some 
Kwakwaka’wakw coast dancing on a videoscreen at the base of the Haida 
totem pole that protrudes up from the lobby, I saw Siobhan. She accom-
panied me to the security desk, where she signed me in and gave me a 
month-long temporary badge till they processed my paperwork.

My experience with badges—mine having been delayed—was fairly 
typical. Badges are no small thing at the Smithsonian, not only because 
the logistics of getting one are so tedious and time consuming (try going 
to the Offi  ce of Protection Services [OPS] at the beginning of September 
or January for a real treat) but because while you have one, the world seems 
to be your oyster. You can meander in through back entrances, around 
the labyrinthine back halls, through locked security doors, up and down 
“staff  only” stairwells or elevators. It is a rude awakening when your badge 
expires, as my temporary one did in October. Suddenly, because you’ve 
forgotten entirely what it was like without a badge, the building seems an 
extraordinarily (if fi ttingly) fortifi ed place.

Badges are about institutional trust: “Th e Personnel Security & ID Of-
fi ce ensures that personnel responsible for the care of the national collec-
tions, the safety and security of visitors and employees, information systems 
control, and administration are trustworthy, honest, and reliable.”6 As a 
“pre-doctoral Visiting Student fellow”—my offi  cial status—I was consid-
ered “Non-Critical Sensitive.” But like all new staff , I required a preap-
pointment background check and was fi ngerprinted. Th e U.S. Offi  ce of 
Personnel Management was contracted to conduct an investigation, the 
results of which would determine whether I’d gain a Smithsonian affi  li-
ation. My “staff  sponsor” at the museum had to fi ll out and sign an ID 
authorization form to take back to OPS to actually issue the badge. At 
NMNH, when I was fi rst issued a badge, I had to report to the head secu-
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rity manager, at that time Carl Taylor, who, in his very stately offi  ce and 
with a very friendly demeanor (and perhaps after off ering you a Tootsie 
Roll), activated my badge for access to main doors in the building based on 
my department and security level. I was also going to receive a stipend, so 
in addition I had to report to the Offi  ce of Research and Training Services 
for more paperwork.7 After all of this, once I had a badge, I was free to 
come and go in most places. Of course there are many areas, such as Min-
eralogy or certain libraries, that require special access or keys.

Going back through my audio-recorded fi eldnotes, I recall that I had 
an early encounter where my new badge had fl ipped itself around, so that 
the back showed instead of the front. Curator Matthew Carrano asked me 
jokingly if I was trying to conceal my Red badge. I quickly fl ipped it over 
and assured him, “No! It’s Purple!”

Not all badges are created equal, after all, even if they seem to open the 
same doors. Th ere are three kinds of badges: Blue, Purple, and Red. Blue 
is reserved for staff , whether trust—temporary or on “soft” money—or 
federal employees. Blue badge employees are off ered benefi ts like institu-
tional health insurance and accrued paid leave. Purple badges are given to a 
wide range of people—interns, researchers, fellows, volunteers, or emeritus 
staff 8—most of whom are there to learn or assist with research initiatives, 
but some, like volunteers, who also assist with outreach activities. Some 
receive stipends. Some work for free.

Red badges are not to be trusted. Well, I don’t really mean it that way. 
Red badges are for contractors (outsiders), and the institution doesn’t of-
fi cially “trust” them. Th ere are running jokes about Red badges among 
museum staff , “the Red badge of shame” and “the Scarlet Letter” being 
my two favorites. Red-badge holders are also not supposed to attend pan-
institutional events where food and beverages are provided, so they’re 
technically not invited to the Smithsonian’s holiday party and other such 
occasions.9 I describe this stigma because, in fact, the Smithsonian increas-
ingly hires contractors to undertake its work. Th is is one of the major 
changes at the institution and in exhibits development over the last forty 
years. It therefore seems an artifact of an earlier system (beyond the harsh 
daily reality) that those charged with some of the highest budgets and 
longest-standing work in the museum (architectural and media designers, 
for instance) and others involved in public outreach are not “trusted” by 
the institution’s security systems.

I learned about many of these oddities at happy hours with other young 
interns, staff , and fellows, or at the ritual museum gathering on Friday 
afternoons. Th e event is in many ways a remnant of what people some-
times call “old boys club” days, when primarily curators and scientifi c staff  
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60 Extinct Monsters to Deep Time

met to have drinks on a Friday. It’s had a number of iterations since it was 
founded in 1968, and at one point it was shut down and then reinstated 
by the secretary. Today the Friday gathering is one of the few times and 
places where you see something that approaches a complete cross-section 
of ages and disciplines. It’s a biased and privileged sample, no doubt, for 
it still skews heavily toward scientifi c staff  and staff  involved with science 
departments.

Abby Telfer, who runs the FossiLab, invited me early in my time at 
the museum to attend these gatherings. My attendance became key to 
understanding the cultures at the museum, because all sorts of stories are 
exchanged, some of which are integral to forging and understanding rela-
tionships and many of which illuminate the workings of such a complex 
place. It is also a great place for solving problems or talking about seem-
ingly crazy ideas you wouldn’t pitch elsewhere. It is therefore an important 
kind of backstage space for social work.

To return to the status of badges, when I was fi rst negotiating my posi-
tion at the museum, it was agreed that as an ethnographer and researcher 
I would be much better off  with a Purple badge. But I didn’t really under-
stand what that meant. It was at these gatherings that I fi rst learned about 
the hierarchy of badges, along with many of the ins and outs of the mu-
seum and what was really going on with projects and people who attended.

It is, I also learned, very uncool to wear your badge around at social 
events or on the street. It’s a very amateur, intern-y thing to do. Across 
Washington DC, it’s only newbies who want to show off  their new 
badges. I certainly wore my Purple badge in public for far too long before 
someone clued me in. Yet, in certain settings, when I met new people for 
instance, I would leave it on to ensure they knew who I was, and that I 
belonged. In 2014–15, after my predoctoral fellowship was over and as 
I wrote my PhD dissertation, I worked part time under contract with a 
Red badge. I almost always put it away when I was going to meet new 
people at events.

Observing Meetings and Institutional Cultures

Once I got settled in the Offi  ce of Exhibits, badge and all, I began ob-
serving the exhibition process. From the launch of the 10% phase of the 
Deep Time exhibit project in December 2012 to April 2013, I attended all 
twice-monthly two-day Core Team exhibit workshops, as well as Tuesday 
“standing meetings” for an hour and a half to two hours (often calling in or 
using video conferencing with the design and media teams). From April to 
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Group Dynamics: Exhibit Meetings and Expertise 61

July I attended but only took basic play-by-play notes at the 35% process 
meetings (which continued through December).

During my time at the NMNH, I had the benefi t of having an offi  ce in 
three diff erent locations, and therefore I experienced three diff erent “cul-
tures” in the museum: Exhibits (September 2012 to June 2013), Paleo 
(June to September 2013), and the director’s hallway (September 2013 to 
August 2014).

During the bulk of my fellowship, from September 2012 to June 2013, 
my offi  ce was in Exhibits, on the second-fl oor mezzanine. In June, two 
new writers were brought on to the Deep Time project, and it became clear 
that my fl oor would be crowded. In addition, Michael Mason, my staff  
sponsor, had just left his position as assistant director of Exhibits to be-
come the new director of the Smithsonian Center for Folklife and Cultural 
Heritage. Paleobiology curator Scott Wing graciously off ered to cosponsor 
me for the remainder of my time at the museum and, with the blessing 
of the chair of Paleobiology, Brian Huber, found me desk space in Paleo-
biology; I was very lucky to have had an offi  ce in Paleobotany from June 
to September.

My move from Exhibits to Paleo, as it’s colloquially called, also brought 
my own positionality to the fore. I noticed upon moving to Paleo that I felt 
more comfortable in that department. Having been raised by a professor, 
and having spent all of my adult life immersed in university culture, it 
was hard not to notice that my own background shaped my bias toward a 
department cluttered with old books and papers, microscopes, fossil spec-
imens, and card catalogues . . . and staff  that could get away with quirky 
t-shirts tucked into blue jeans. It was also populated, especially over the 
summer, with other fellows working on or recently completing PhDs. De-
spite an undergraduate background in the visual arts, I found Exhibits a 
bit harder to get used to.

Th ree very diff erent institutional homes gave me a good introduction 
to some of the diff erent work cultures in the museum, but my experience 
remained partial, because, as educator Amy Bolton put it, “there isn’t just 
one culture, there’s like 10 cultures in this building.”10

Exhibits

Exhibits melds offi  ce and artist culture. Its spaces are literally divided this 
way. On the south side of the hallway are two fl oors of offi  ces. Th e mez-
zanine level is made up of a long hallway with a set of individual offi  ce 
doors on one side (where my offi  ce was located), and the ground level is an 
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62 Extinct Monsters to Deep Time

open room subdivided into a walkway by fl anking cubicles. On the other 
side of the hallway are the graphics lab and a large shop for carpentry, 
model-making, printing, lighting, and other in-house production work, 
mostly for temporary exhibits, way-fi nding signage, and permanent gallery 
upkeep.

Exhibits culture is certainly more artistically oriented than most of the 
museum’s other departments, but there are diff erent modes of working 
with exhibits in diff erent Exhibits subdisciplines. Many of the staff  are 
exhibit developers and project managers, who coordinate disparate de-
partmental staff s and expertises across the institution to manage exhibit 
projects and their content development. Th ey are often found hurrying 
from meeting to meeting—with buildings and operations managers, art-
ists and designers, directors of various programs and departments, and 
curators of all the museum’s seven research areas. Graphics specialists, 
model-makers, and lighting and audiovisual (AV) specialists are variously 
more like experts in craftsmanship; staff  in graphics, AV, and the produc-
tion side of Exhibits even have a kind of uniform—they are issued Smith-
sonian work shirts, while project developers and managers, designers, and 
writers tend to wear offi  ce- and meeting-appropriate attire or comfortable 
clothes for getting offi  ce work done. Designers and exhibits writers in the 

Figure 2.1. Exhibits hallway, May 2013. Photo by the author.
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Group Dynamics: Exhibit Meetings and Expertise 63

department in some ways fuse the two kinds of work, translating ideas 
into textual and aesthetic designs to then be fabricated by production 
staff .

Th e offi  ce spaces in Exhibits are plain—carpeted downstairs in gray and 
upstairs in burgundy, and painted in light yellows, beiges, or greens—but 
full of colorful remnants of past exhibitions, such as old exhibit models, 
graphics panels, and project binders. Th e walls are decorated with prints 
from previous exhibitions, alongside people’s personal photos, calendars, 
bulletin boards dotted with Post-it notes, and trinkets. Th e production 
spaces feel and look like workrooms—Graphics with large-scale drafting 
tables and tall open storage spaces for printing materials, and the “shop” 
open, dusty, and fi lled with carpentry equipment, partially fi nished prod-
ucts, and sheets of glass. Everywhere, whether in the offi  ces or labs, piping 
and wiring is exposed along the ceiling, mainly by virtue of being on the 
ground fl oor of the “old building.” A constant nondescript rumble of gen-
erators and piping reverberates through the spaces. Th e whole Exhibits 
hallway is also near the main shipping and receiving doors, where I entered 
the building most days, and so lots of heavy-laden carts wheel down the 
concrete fl ooring. Th is lends Exhibits a feeling of constant motion and 
energy. Th is can also be a source of entertainment and frustration, espe-
cially when a set of carts or garbage cans thunders past meeting room 71A, 
interrupting conversation for a time.

Paleobiology

Th e Department of Paleobiology is located in the East Wing of the mu-
seum; this part of the museum was added in the 1960s and was designed 
to have collections massed in the center of each fl oor. Windowed offi  ces, 
doubling as labs, line the outer walls. Between the offi  ces and the collec-
tions is a continuous hallway. Partly because I occupied an offi  ce here in 
the summer, a time when many of the scientists are away in the fi eld, the 
East Wing felt quieter, and sometimes empty.

Th is is also a result of the kinds of schedules diff erent departments have. 
Many Exhibits staff  take off  every other Friday by working an extra hour 
each day—common practice in Washington, DC. Many production staff , 
along with many other buildings and facilities staff , are required to come 
in every day at 7:00 or earlier in order to work in public spaces before 
they open.11 Others in Exhibits come into the museum later, but they also 
leave much later at the end of the day. During big projects, many Exhibits 
staff  say they work double-time, overnight, or early morning hours.12 Th ey 
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64 Extinct Monsters to Deep Time

also increasingly work odd hours to accommodate schedules of other team 
members, particularly curators, on exhibit projects.

Curators, research staff , and students have more fl exible schedules and 
aren’t assumed to be in the building during set hours, although, as with 
many academics, they tend to describe themselves as working on or think-
ing about their research “all the time.” Exhibits staff  were held to stricter 
schedules—more often working from home on offi  cial telework. Th e dif-
ferences in thinking about schedules and workfl ow in the institution cre-
ated tension on both sides of this divide. Curators often described feeling 
inundated with meetings and Outlook calendar invites. (Scott Wing and I 
joked that if I was going to authentically portray him in this book, I should 
document him sitting at his desk using Outlook.) Exhibits staff  often feel 
frustrated with curators’ lack of fi xed schedules and their reluctance to use 
their Outlook calendars properly, if at all. It is a distinct point of privilege 
not to have to keep regular hours at the museum.

Th ese divides in schedule and workfl ow are not just between re-
search-oriented departments and those with a practical focus, but within 
research departments. In Paleobiology, there was a similar divide between 
curators and “support staff .” Support staff  include research assistants; pre-
parators, who assist research and collections eff orts by assisting with work 

Figure 2.2. Paleobiology hallway, July 2013. Photo by the author.
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out in the fi eld, and upon returning to the museum by unwrapping, clean-
ing, excavating, and mounting fossil specimens; administrative assistants; 
information technology specialists; scientifi c illustrators; and collections 
managers. Th e term “support staff ,” though a formal institutional term, 
was often used reluctantly, because it alludes to stratifi cation or hierarchy 
among employees.

Th e Director’s Hallway

Th e year after my fellowship, as I analyzed and wrote up my research, I 
worked part time as a research assistant for a project through the Con-
sortium for World Cultures. Th e consortium was a central Smithsonian 
program administered through the Smithsonian Castle, which houses 
centralized Smithsonian administration, but I was given an offi  ce in the 
NMNH director’s hallway. Th e director’s hallway is another place en-
tirely—it’s nicely carpeted, looks freshly painted, and is the sort of place 
where people wear pencil skirts and ties. Th e polished and more formal 
setting is fi tting because the director’s hallway is where the museum’s exec-
utive staff  and development team have their offi  ces. It is often simply re-

Figure 2.3. Th e director’s hallway, November 2013. Photo by the author.
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ferred to as “upstairs.” It is not uncommon in meetings and interviews for 
staff  to express frustration with people or decisions coming from upstairs.

Other Institutional Cultures and Contexts

Th ere are also other museum contexts and institutional hierarchies that I 
will not focus on at length in the book—namely those of race and gender. 
Especially in research departments, there are more men than women. Th is 
is particularly true for curatorial positions. Male staff  on the whole seem 
to have greater freedom and encouragement to speak out, not just in ex-
hibit meetings but anywhere in the institution. Overall, the NMNH has 
not had an easy transition from its “old boys club” days to its culture of 
commitment to “strengthen the hiring process and grow the diversity of 
the staff  and volunteers through targeted recruiting.”13

Many of the museum’s departments and offi  ces are remarkably and no-
ticeably white. Many staff  of color work in security positions. A survey 
conducted by the Offi  ce of Policy and Analysis in 2012 found that only 
56 percent of respondents felt that diversity was valued at the NMNH. Of 
the 707 NMNH staff , visiting fellows and scholars, interns, volunteers, 
and contractors who participated, 72 percent identifi ed as White only, 
while 10 percent identifi ed as Black or African American only, 7 percent 
Hispanic (all races), 6 percent Asian only, 5 percent Other. Th ere was “low 
agreement,” only 25 percent, that recruitment of senior positions was from 
a diverse candidate pool.14 I did not focus on these issues in my research, 
and to delve into them properly would require another book. But I think 
it is important to mention in my general impressions that other broader 
institutional hierarchies permeate the museum.

Within curatorial departments, there are often tensions between subdis-
ciplines and other factions that may be generational or topical. Although I 
noted this to some extent, it was not as prevalent in the early stages of the 
process as it can be in later phases. Th ere are also dynamics between out-
reach-oriented departments that I was not fully able to capture during my 
research due to my placement in Exhibits. Th e most crucial tension is be-
tween Exhibits and Education. Education has been increasingly included 
in the exhibits process, and both departments feel committed to public 
communication, but there is ongoing discussion about how that happens 
and what aspects should be divided between the departments in practice.

A word here about departmental terminology. Th roughout my time at 
the NMNH, I heard Exhibits and Education referred to colloquially as 
a “department” (as I have just done and continue to do in this book). 
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Paleobiology is in fact a department by Smithsonian terminology, but Ex-
hibits is not—it is an “offi  ce.” Offi  ces tend to manage logistical aspects of 
the museum, as opposed to collections and research departments. Another 
colloquialism is that terms such as “Paleo” and “Exhibits” have diff erent 
meanings in diff erent contexts. Th e term “Exhibits,” for instance, can at 
diff erent times refer to:

1.  A department/organizational unit within an institutional structure:
e.g., “I work in Exhibits.”

2.  A physical space:
e.g., “I’m headed down to Exhibits,” or

3.  Th e people who work there, either as
a. a group (noun):
 e.g., “What do you think Exhibits will think about this?,” or
b. the quality of the group (adjective):
 e.g., “Exhibits people are more artsy.”

As a newcomer, it is gratifying to begin to conquer these new expres-
sions. As with mastering other languages or expert jargon, it’s also easy to 
get overzealous and slip into using these new phrases in nonmuseum con-
versations; my friends outside the institution will never let me live down 
the fi rst time I told them I was going to miss an event to hang out with 
Paleo people.

Th e fact that the building is so big and the departments so siloed, with 
their own cultures and jargon, is an important context for understand-
ing the uniqueness of an exhibit project. Unlike other small organizations 
where you might know everyone and who does what, the NMNH is a 
giant and heavily departmentalized place. As Angela Roberts Reeder, ex-
hibits writer, said, “I could have this job for another twenty years and still 
not have met everyone.”15 Exhibits bring together experts from disparate 
parts of the museum who, despite sharing a common goal, often do not 
share common assumptions or ways of working.

Meetings, Roles, and Power Dynamics

Typical meetings took place in either 71A, the primary Exhibits meeting 
room, or in the Cooper Room, a meeting room on the second fl oor of 
Paleo. It’s named after G. Arthur “Gus” Cooper, pictured in the portrait 
at the back of fi gure 2.1., who, as we’ll see in the next chapter, had a great 
infl uence on the department’s formation.
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Figures 2.4a and b. “Chairs” of Paleobiology in the Cooper Room, 2013. Photos by 
the author.
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My notes from the second workshop I attended in early January read:

Tuesday January 8, 2013

Deep Time Workshop 2

9:30 am

Th e Cooper room is one of the few rooms “behind the scenes” that reminds you 
that the museum used to be a gentleman’s place. It’s unassuming and a bit worn, 
with a few remnants of December’s Paleo holiday party scotch-taped to the ceil-
ing, but it’s lined with ceiling-high bookshelves and dominated by a large oblong 
dark wooden table, surrounded by equally serious chairs. A large portrait of Gus 
Cooper overlooks the room’s happenings, and the photographic line of succession 
of department chairmen lines the window-side wall. As people drift into the room 
just as it hits 9:30, members of the group arrange themselves around the thick 
table and seat themselves on burgundy leather cushions attached with tarnished 
brass tacks before shuffl  ing the heavy chairs into comfortable positions. Unlike 
71A, the closed-off , windowless, and fl uorescent-lit room where so many meetings 
happen, this room is fl ooded with diff use clouded wintery light passing through 
large-paned windows through which leafl ess branches sway in warm-for-this-time-
of-year breezes. It’s the second workshop of many that will take place throughout 
the spring, and there’s a good amount of energetic postbreak banter exchanged 
as everyone greets each other and takes a seat. Scott [Wing] has brought a newly 
published foldout map from a geologic society that has a detailed description of the 
latest breakdown of the Geologic Time Scale. Th ere’s some oooh and aaah-ing and 
agreement that we all ought to get one. Scott describes a few of the salient points 
notated by the diagrams. Eventually Siobhan [Starrs] chimes in with her calm but 
assertive “OK let’s get started,” and conversations lull.

Many meetings, in the morning or after lunch, and regardless of meet-
ing room, began this way—participants sauntering in, a bit of show-and-
tell, joking, and passing around snacks or candy for the meeting. Soon 
though, the group would be in thick and sometimes heated conversation 
about a range of topics, from engaging audiences and visitor aff ect to ly-
copod reproduction and the ways that the deep history of Earth is written 
in our bodies.

Exhibition plans are the product of years of collaborative work in these 
meetings between the Core Team, designers, and Extended/Advisory 
Smithsonian Teams. It is through conversations in these meetings that the 
exhibit’s conceptual framework, basic content, and spatial layout are de-
bated, imagined, and formally articulated in document drafts.

Th e main people involved in planning the exhibit through the work-
shops as well as “standing meetings” every other week were:
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Core Development Team 2013
 Kay Behrensmeyer, Curator of Vertebrate Paleontology, Exhibition 
 Curator, Initiative Lead
Amy Bolton, Education Specialist
Matthew Carrano, Curator of Dinosauria, Lead Curator for the Exhibit
Mike Lawrence, Chief of Exhibit Design
Angela Roberts Reeder, Exhibition Writer
Siobhan Starrs, Exhibit Developer/Project Manager
Scott Wing, Curator of Fossil Plants, Exhibition Curator

Reich + Petch (R+P)
Stephen Petri, Principal
Fang-Pin Lee, Senior Designer
Pauline Dolovich, Principal (R+P Project Manager)

Richard Lewis Media Group (RLMG)
Richard Lewis, Principal
Mark Ostrander, Director of Design

Figure 2.5. Exhibit meeting in 71A, 2013. Photo by the author.
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Th e R+P team worked with the exhibit developer/project manager and 
other Exhibits staff  to set the agenda.16

In the 10% and 35% phases, each workshop had a set of goals, and usu-
ally the R+P team began by describing the work they had done, including 
“benchmarking”—looking at other institutions’ dinosaur halls, design or 
media techniques—or new drawings, which they presented to the group. At 
a number of workshops, in-house team members were also asked to make 
short presentations—for instance Angela Roberts Reeder, the writer, would 
speak on common exhibit label styles, or Kay Behrensmeyer would report 
on a number of museums she visited on her own that warranted sharing with 
the team. A series of semistructured discussions then proceeded around both 
the presentations and a series of topics that needed to be worked out.

For in-house exhibits, usually smaller-scale and mostly temporary halls, 
the exhibit developer or project manager, an in-house Exhibits staff  mem-
ber, set the agenda. Th e group then met weekly for an hour and a half 
to two hours and worked iteratively between the designers, writers, and 
curators in the same way as the permanent hall team did.

Offi  cial Roles

Each person at the table has a defi ned role in the exhibition process, but 
roles overlap, and anyone is free to speak on topics they want to contrib-
ute to. Th e main players are members of a “Core Team.” Th e Core Team 
is made up of a group of in-house staff  most central to the process. Core 
teams vary in size and composition depending on the size and nature of the 
project. An exterior garden interpretation plan and signage might have a 
core team of three—developer/writer, designer, and horticulturist—while 
a project like Deep Time, or the Ocean Hall project, may have a team of 
seven members or more.17 Th e team collaboratively shapes all of the ideas, 
designs, scripts, content, and other documents that lead to exhibit devel-
opment. An exhibit project is a huge time commitment for the Core Team. 
Deep Time Core Team members participated in two 2-day-long workshops 
per month, plus meetings with select members among themselves or with 
other staff . So what does each member do? Th ese roles are often specifi c 
to each exhibit project, but I have tried to describe them generally as they 
were during the 10% and early 35% phases that I observed.

Exhibit Developer/Project Manager (Offi  ce of Exhibits)
Th e exhibit developer/project manager position is a complex one, perhaps 
the most complex of any of the Core Team positions. Th is person has to 
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have expertise in a wide range of areas, including visitor experience, 3D 
and 2D visual design, team leadership, scheduling, budgeting, and con-
tracts—a huge undertaking for Deep Time. Th ey need to grasp the overall 
arch of content development and direction among the team, as well as the 
complex production process.

Exhibit developers consider themselves audience advocates, expressing 
the visitor voice in meeting conversations. Th ey are creative, have good 
people skills, and act as liaisons among the team, as well as between the 
team and everyone else in the building; they have to be able to speak every 
discipline’s jargon at the museum. While they do not have to be a subject 
matter expert, they must become conversant enough to shape the exhibi-
tion’s creative and content materials and then communicate and share the 
exhibit’s core goals externally with both experts and outside stakeholders, 
such as potential donors or the press.

Th ey are also charged with verifying with scientifi c staff  all informa-
tion produced in print or audiovisual materials. Th ey are the main liaison 
between the scientists and the rest of the team. In the capacity of a de-
veloper, this person must also collate relevant materials for the team, in-
cluding articles, literature, photographs, and other materials to be stored 
on a shared drive or shared online space, both for content and for team 
inspiration.

Th e project manager role also involves coordinating the project sched-
ule, budget, and contracts, in addition to working with building and 
technical staff  and collections managers on specimen access and preser-
vation, coordinating purchases, loans, and donations for the exhibit. Th is 
includes ensuring that specimens are ready for exhibit and that paperwork 
is properly processed, as well as communicating building and collections 
needs to the rest of the team. Further, the role involves sharing exhibit 
documents and progress with the Core, Extended/Advisory and Approval 
Teams, as well as liaising with all other relevant staff  in the museum. Th us, 
the exhibit developer/project managers tend to work as the primary in-
house translators in the exhibit process. As the process progresses, they 
keep the team in line with the project’s mission and coordinate all of the 
team members—their ideas, their personalities, and their schedules. Th ey 
build consensus among the team and help the team to recognize consensus 
where it exists.

Th e combined exhibit developer/project manager role is thus particu-
larly diffi  cult, because it involves wearing two almost paradoxical hats—
overseeing the big thinking and the creative movement of a project while 
also managing its budgetary and logistical constraints.18
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Chief of Exhibit Design/Exhibit Designer (Offi  ce of Exhibits)
For temporary exhibits, staff  designers may act as the lead designer, pro-
ducing drawings and overseeing the entire in-house production of the ex-
hibit. For larger projects, the designer is often working with a contracted 
design fi rm, as in the case of Deep Time and R+P. Th e in-house designer 
is therefore the expert involved in the call for proposals for the exhibit 
contract, the review process for choosing a contract design team, and pro-
viding in-house input on the design process. Th e in-house designer also 
coordinates with NMNH building staff  on other aspects of the building 
and on conservation, accessibility, safety, and maintenance issues. Th e in-
house designer also provides design approval and is an important voice at 
the table during exhibit meetings.

Exhibition Writer (Offi  ce of Exhibits)
In early phases of exhibit planning, and in the 10% and 35% phases that I 
witnessed, the writer has the heavy task of learning the topic, collating all 
of the comments and discussion from meetings with the team, and distill-
ing them down into documents for circulation. Th ese include a storyline 
and preliminary script, and later exhibit labels. Th ese in turn receive com-
ments from the whole team; the writer has to integrate these into the fi nal 
document. Th is process can change depending on how each exhibition 
project manager shapes the writing process.19

Th e writer also shapes the tone and style of the writing, both in descrip-
tive documents such as the statement of purpose and eventually in exhibit 
text. For Deep Time, just as I fi nished going to meetings, Exhibits took on 
two new writers, giving the lead writer a team of three writers to coordi-
nate. As the exhibit and its content develops, the writer has to make sure 
the exhibit has a distinctive voice and a clear story that is understandable 
and that draws people in.20 Th ey are the main translators and communi-
cators of exhibit content; yet, as I heard Angela Roberts Reeder and others 
describe, the contributions of exhibition writers go publicly uncredited, 
making it somewhat of a “hidden position.”21

Education Specialist (Offi  ce of Education and Outreach)
Th e education specialist informs the exhibit with regard to interpretation, 
accessibility, curricula or learning standards, and visitor experience. As an 
“audience advocate,” they also make sure that educational goals and stan-
dards are part of the team thinking and circulated team documents early 
on in the process. Th is includes informing the team throughout the pro-
cess about visitor motivation, interest, and ability to learn the exhibit con-
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tent. Th is is important for strategizing how to engage diff erent audiences 
in exhibit content or for targeting some content to a specifi c audience. Th e 
education specialist also informs the team about the eff ects group dynam-
ics have on the visitor experience. Educators are also active researchers in 
the galleries, and they can often be found in the halls with a cart testing out 
strategies, concepts, and language with visitors. Th ey also work with con-
tracted evaluators to craft testing instruments and methods with the pub-
lic. Th ey liaise with the education department or other relevant experts, 
in- and outside the museum, to inform public and school programming, 
curriculum materials, guides, or other materials. Th ey contribute relevant 
literature or theories of learning and develop possible programming op-
portunities as early as the 10% stage. For Deep Time, this included physical 
spaces for programming and education in the gallery. One problem with 
defi ning the role of the educator on the Core Team is that, as Amy Bolton 
said, “not all educators in my department are the same. So there are a 
couple of educators who wouldn’t call themselves educators, they called 
themselves technicians. . . . So that can be really challenging, and I think 
that’s really challenging for the museum because you get this widely and 
wildly diff erent way of going about the work, depending on who goes in 
the room”; and thus the role is not very clearly defi ned.22

Figure 2.6. Angela Roberts Reeder describing hierarchies of exhibit text, April 2013. 
Photo by the author.
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Curators (Department of Paleobiology)
Curators are the main experts charged with exhibit content—its overall 
narrative or conceptual underpinnings, the specimens used to tell its story, 
and its accuracy. Some projects, such as the David H. Koch Hall of Human 
Origins, which opened in 2010, have a single curator. Others, like Deep 
Time and the Sant Ocean Hall, opened in 2008, have more than one. 
Th roughout the process, they are tasked with maintaining scholarly and 
factual standards of an exhibit and guide negotiations with relevant experts 
on scientifi c content and concepts (particularly where ideas or theories are 
contested). In the case of Deep Time, each curator has an area of expertise, 
but as a group they are also responsible for consulting with other curators 
in the department on areas pertinent to those colleagues’ expertise. Cura-
tors work closely with the exhibit writer(s) on the script, but the curators 
do not write the script. Th ey do, however, volley script drafts to colleagues 
and back to exhibit writers with comments and corrections throughout the 
process. During the process and after opening, curators also act as spokes-
people for development and public relations.

Additional Curatorial Roles (Unique to Deep Time)
Lead Curator: Th e lead curator coordinates the scientifi c content and 
input from curators and other department participants for the exhibit.

Initiative Lead: Th e initiative lead is the lead on the broader scholarly 
initiative of Deep Time, which includes its research and programmatic 
pieces.

Advisory/Extended Team
Th is is a group of additional scientists, educators, or leaders in the mu-
seum with whom the Core Team will need to consult throughout its work. 
Membership in the Advisory Team varied across diff erent parts of the proj-
ect. For the 10% concept narrative, it included only curators from Pale-
obiology. For the Temporary Exhibit project it included Deep Time Core 
Team members, preparators, and me.

Approval Team
Th is is constituted of museum leadership who comment and sign off  on 
documents produced at each stage. For Deep Time in 2013, these were:

Elizabeth Duggal, Associate Director for Public Engagement
Jonathan Coddington, Associate Director for Science
Brian Huber, Chair of the Department of Paleobiology
Kara Blond, Acting Assistant Director for Exhibitions
Shari Werb, Assistant Director for Education and OutreachThis chapter is from Extinct Monsters to Deep Time 
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Th e Approval Team does not offi  cially include the NMNH director, al-
though he was present at package presentations and had input throughout 
the process.23 Th is is, in part, to protect the director and the museum 
should there be a major controversy or question about an exhibit: “Th e 
rationale for that is, something may blow up about an exhibit, some angle 
of looking at it that promotes controversy or strife. And, so, you don’t want 
to have the person adjudicating that kind of confl ict to have been compro-
mised by, offi  cially, approving whatever the exhibit might be.”24

In general, museum leadership, including associate and assistant direc-
tors and chairs of departments, not only set the tone for and oversee the 
NMNH’s various departments, they also shape higher-level visioning and 
policy, some of which is articulated in fi ve-year strategic-planning docu-
ments. Th ey also liaise across the NMNH’s diff erent departments. Th ey 
act as an interface between the staff , the director, and other branches of 
the Smithsonian. Th ese include pan-institutional leaders such as under-
secretaries, the secretary, and the board of regents. As Kay Behrensmeyer 
described to me of her time as an associate director for science:

I got to know people in the other departments and appreciate what goes on up 
there and how they are really running interference to let the scientists do what the 
scientists want to do, and the scientists don’t appreciate it.25

Associate and assistant directors spend almost all of their time in meet-
ings—and hence have entirely “blue,” or full, Outlook calendars. Th ese 
positions require complex knowledge across disciplines and an ability to 
move between contexts and departments quickly and fl uently. Doing the 
job well requires you to, as Kay continued, “change gears all the time and 
be quick on your feet adapting to new situations, and not getting fl us-
tered.”26 While these are positions of power, many staff  who take them on 
see these roles as forms of service, not ascendancy.

Contracted Design and Production Team
Th ere are also a number of people who are not Smithsonian staff  who are 
contracted to work on projects. 

Today, for large-scale projects at the NMNH, the design team is an 
internationally recognized fi rm that wins a bid for a contract with the 
museum. Th e process for choosing a design fi rm to undertake Deep Time 
began before I started my research, and the process was not open for doc-
umentation. Th e current model for large-scale projects sees a number of 
fi rms submit proposals. Th ese are reviewed, and in the case of Deep Time 
a small number of fi rms was invited to interview, after which one fi rm was 
awarded the contract.
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Th e successful design team works iteratively on a constant basis with 
the Core Team, sharing ideas, provoking discussion, gaining feedback, and 
then reshaping plans. In the case of Deep Time, the designers were asked to 
propose a media group to join the process from the beginning stages. Th is 
was a new way to include media and the media team’s thinking early on. 
For Deep Time, the senior team from the design fi rm attended the twice-
monthly two-day workshops in person and “standing meetings” every other 
week by phone or video conference. Th e three representatives from R+P 
were Stephen Petri, the principal overseeing the entire vision for the project 
on the design fi rm side; Fang-Pin Lee, a senior designer charged with draft-
ing most of the drawings and the vision for the overall design; and Pauline 
Dolovich, another principal of the fi rm charged with managing the overall 
project management from the design fi rm side. R+P contracted three media 
fi rms for the project, the fi rst of which, the Richard Lewis Media Group 
(RLMG), acted as a kind of “key” or “umbrella” company. Pauline also de-
scribed how the Deep Time project was unique in bringing a media team in 
early to inform the process and “play a key role on the team to help shape 
the gallery.”27 RLMG’s principal, Richard Lewis, and its director of design, 
Mark Ostrander, ordinarily attended the workshops and standing meetings.

Th e representatives who attend meetings from the design fi rm also work 
with a further group of experts back at their offi  ce. Th e whole offi  ce in-
cludes some thirty-fi ve staff , a graphic design group of three to four people, 

Figure 2.7. Exhibit Team meeting including R+P, additional Exhibits staff , and a 
guest media group, June 2013. Photo by the author.
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an industrial designer, a number of technicians, junior designers, interior 
designers, and more. At the early stages, most of the work produced by the 
design fi rm is generated by a core (senior team) group, working with a half 
dozen others—graphic, intermediate, and junior designers.

Th is group doubles in size in the second year of planning after the proj-
ect moves past the 35% phase. During the early stages of a project, tar-
geted “idea development” happens among the senior team. Th e work is 
highly focused and centers on organizing ideas conceptually and visually. 
Th e small group works tirelessly in constant “fear of the blank page,” as I 
heard Pauline Dolovich and Fang-Pin Lee say. Dozens of sketches and con-
cept bubbles are produced by the designers for presentation to the Core 
Team at each workshop.28

Once the project’s ideas, fl oor plan, and big specimens are fi rm enough, 
additional assistants at R+P begin to render them. At this point, the proj-
ect “takes on life of its own.”29 Subcontractors who specialize in light-
ing, architectural renovation work, costing, image procurement, security, 
among other things, are brought in. Th us, a huge number of back-end ex-
perts work throughout the process that the Smithsonian team never sees.30

In-House Design and Production Team
Th e design fi rm under contract with the Offi  ce of Exhibits on producing 
and coordinating Exhibits work with facilities and building project staff . 
Th ose they associate with include additional project manager/developers, 
collections managers, the program manager for facilities and operations, 
and the associate director for operations on physical and fi scal constraints 
on collections and the building.

Th e in-house production team (primarily for temporary exhibits and 
exhibit upkeep) is managed by a production project manager and includes 
staff  in fabrication, graphics, modelmaking, and AV/lighting. Below is a 
diagram showing the organization of Exhibits in June 2013.

Figure 2.8. Exhibits staff  organizational chart, June 2013. Courtesy of the Offi  ce of 
Exhibits, National Museum of Natural History, Smithsonian Institution.
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Other Exhibits experts are also increasingly brought into the project. 
Th ose involved and the timeline for their entry into the project vary by the 
specifi c content or object requirements for the project at hand.

As the process goes forward, according to Kara Blond, “almost every-
body in this department will be involved,” including those charged with 
“conservation work and managing the process of getting two thousand 
specimens prepped for the new exhibit,” others “responsible for media de-
velopment and implementation,” someone else on “a book and a website,” 
and another “responsible for evaluation.” Still more staff  would be “re-
sponsible for reviewing and supporting plans for the facilities renovation,” 
while the “whole A/V and fabrication team will be involved in varying 
degrees.”31 “It really does,” she said, “touch on everything that we do.” 
Once the building process gets started, there will be “a whole new [addi-
tional] group of site people and electricians and plumbers and engineers 
and architects and construction guys and cement guys . . . and historic 
preservation people and accessibility people and safety and fi re . . . it really 
starts to grow exponentially.”32

Other Curators
During the 35% phase in particular, additional meetings occurred among 
staff  outside of Core Team meetings that shaped the group’s work and 
relationships. Some of these meetings were institutionalized or formalized. 
Others were tacit. In the early stages of the 10% phase, there was a strong 
push to invite members of the Paleo department to meetings so that they 
felt included in the process. However, during the 35% process, the lead 
curator introduced curatorial content meetings. Th e three curators and 
other Paleo staff  met to plan the major narratives for each section of the 
hall. Th is way, the curatorial team could draw on the expertise of relevant 
(nonteam) members of the scientifi c staff  to hone main messages for each 
section of the exhibit. Each meeting, convened by lead curator Matthew 
Carrano, focused on a geologic time interval that would be represented in 
the exhibit. Th e meetings were held at a local café, and the conversations 
were recorded. In turn, Angela Roberts Reeder would pare down notes 
from the discussions to produce a simplifi ed document with hierarchized 
messages—essentially a content brief for each time period. Th ese could 
then be circulated to the designers and the rest of the team.

Vertebrate Preparator
In the case of fossil exhibits, one of the most involved additional roles 
is that of the preparator. As we saw in chapter 1, preparators have been 
essential to exhibitions at the NMNH since its beginnings. Because the 
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Temporary Exhibit was on an accelerated timeline, and because the work-
ing FossiLab was to be an important part of it, the vertebrate preparator 
(“prep”) team was heavily involved in planning meetings.

Generally, preparators—formally museum specialists in institution 
speak—collect fossils in the fi eld with research staff  (curators). Prepara-
tors are thus highly trained fi eldworkers, and they aid in the process of 
fossils being discovered, packed, and shipped back to the museum (still 
embedded in rock), after which, as their title implies, they “prepare” fos-
sils—extracting them from their surrounding rock and sediment (matrix) 
and cleaning their surface features, piecing them together, repairing and 
conserving them, or otherwise readying them for research, storage, and 
sometimes exhibit display. At NMNH this includes, with volunteer help, 
making plaster jackets lined with padding to protect fossils (naturally con-
cave or convex and very heavy) in storage, and molding and casting fossils 
to make copies for research and display, as well as for exchange with other 
institutions.

Importantly for exhibits, preparators also mount fossils in house and 
ready fossils for exhibit display or removal. For Deep Time, the prep lab 
was instrumental in removing fossils from the current exhibit, working 
with conservators and, in this case, Research Casting International (RCI), 
a large contracted fi rm, to ensure that fossils were “healthy,” or if not, con-
served or prepared for either storage or the new gallery. Preparators often 
possess numerous additional skills, in everything from mapping and sur-
veying to mold-making and sculpting.33 Th ey also bridge research, collec-
tions, and outreach. As Michelle Pinsdorf put it, “I like the mix, I like that 
it is addressing specimens that are coming into collections to be used for 
research now, taking care of specimens that have been part of our research 
pool for a long time, and helping to plan for the future of the public place 
of collections as well.”34 Particularly in the Temporary Exhibit process that 
I observed, Last American Dinosaurs, where it was proposed that fossils 
moved off  display might be conserved in the hall’s live FossiLab, the prepa-
rators were quite active as advisory board members in early meetings and 
document review. As the process progressed, they also assisted in reviewing 
both drawings and physical brackets for specimens and in providing their 
expertise for the physical needs of display specimens in a variety of ways.35

Collections Manager
Collections managers oversee how specimens are maintained, removed, 
and put either into storage or back on display. Th ey are also responsible for 
maintaining collections and the databases containing information about 
them. A number of staff  in a department such as Paleobiology work on 
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collections—each with a general area of focus (invertebrate, vertebrate, 
plants), but some also work more closely with data management. For Deep 
Time, ongoing meetings occurred between the exhibit developer/project 
manager, relevant other Core Team members, and Paleobiology collections 
staff , during which they planned the removal of specimens, assessed col-
lections or spatial needs, and arranged for the care of fossils in transition 
from exhibit into storage or out onto display. For Deep Time, this pro-
cess included working on a massive deinstallation project to dismantle the 
specimens and move them into a temporary storage space, from which 
specimens for the new hall would be tracked as they were taken off -site and 
worked on by a large-scale conservation and preparation fi rm.

* * *
Further project and administrative teams worked with centralized Smith-
sonian units on the logistics and overall scope of Deep Time.

Deep Time Project Teams 2013

NMNH
Deep Time Project Manager
Acting Assistant Director of Exhibits
Chief of Exhibit Design
Lead Curator, Curator of Dinosauria
Program Manager, Facilities
Deep Time Initiative Lead, Curator of Fossil Mammals
Preparator, FossiLab and VP Lab Liaison
Museum Conservator
Collections Manager, Department of Paleobiology, Collections Liaison
Project Manager/Developer, Offi  ce of Exhibits
Program Specialist, Facilities
 Project Manager/Developer, Conservation Contracting Offi  cer’s 
 Training Representative (COTR), Offi  ce of Exhibits

Office of Facilities Engineering and Operations (OFEO)
Project Manager
Design Manager
Construction Manager
Branch Chief, North Mall
Resident Engineer
Zone Manager, North Mall
Mechanical Engineer
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Project Administrative Teams

NMNH
Kirk Johnson, NMNH Director
Mike McCarthy, Associate Director for Operations
Elizabeth Duggal, Associate Director of Public Engagement
Jonathan Coddington, Associate Director for Science

OFEO
Nancy Bechtol, OFEO Director
Walt Ennaco, Deputy Director
 Debbie Nauta-Rodriguez, Offi  ce of Planning and Program 
 Management (OPPM) Acting Director
 Derek Ross, Offi  ce of Planning Design and Construction (OPDC) 
 Director

* * *
Further, beyond R+P, other big fi rms were contracted to work on the ar-
chitectural elements of the project (restoring Beaux Arts architecture in the 
building) and fossil specimen removal, conservation, and remounting. See 
below for the Deep Time roles draft diagram, which described the various 
pieces of the project.

Figure 2.9. Deep Time roles draft diagram, December 2013. Drawing courtesy of the 
Offi  ce of Exhibits, National Museum of Natural History, Smithsonian Institution.
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* * *
It is no small job to coordinate this mass of people who not only have 
diff erent departmental perspectives and disciplinary backgrounds but who 
also work in spatially distant places. Th e process of organizing experts 
around projects like Deep Time is thus a slow, iterative process, generated 
in multiple stages, each one allowing input from relevant experts.

Th e Process: A “Big Idea” and Forming Expert Teams

What is now Deep Time went through a long period of development be-
fore it manifested in its current form. When curator Matthew Carrano 
saw the listing for the position he would apply for in the early 2000s, it 
already made mention of a fossil hall renewal project. When he arrived 
in December 2002, meetings were already beginning to take place. By 
2004, he, Kay Behrensmeyer, Conrad Labandeira, and Scott Wing were 
drafting “case statements” intended to assist in fundraising for the proj-
ect. In October 2005, Scott Wing presented “Deep Time” to Cristián 
Samper (former NMNH director) and Lawrence Small (Smithsonian 
secretary), who had shown interest in the project. However, it was not 
until Samper called for proposals in the fall of 2008 for “Big Ideas”—
research, exhibit, and outreach initiatives that the NMNH would priori-
tize—that Paleobiology morphed their project into a full-blown research 
initiative. Th e curators on Deep Time had therefore worked on the con-
ceptual framing for the project for nearly ten years before the exhibit 
launch.

Deep Time was thus initially conceived as an initiative anchored by an 
exhibit component. Th at component involved both a temporary and a per-
manent exhibit. But the process did follow a somewhat standard model. 
Early documents were not unlike typical idea statements. Th is is the most 
democratic part of the process. An idea statement can come from anyone 
in the museum. Th e Deep Time proposal for “Big Ideas” submission was 
submitted by four curators from Paleobiology—Matthew Carrano, Kay 
Behrensmeyer, Conrad Labandeira, and Scott Wing—with input from 
Amy Bolton from the Offi  ce of Education and Outreach, Randall Kremer 
from the Department of Public Aff airs, and Elizabeth Musteen from Ex-
hibits. It was presented to the NMNH board, who voted on the proposals. 
Deep Time, as an exhibit and research initiative, became one of three (Deep 
Time, Genome, and Recovering Voices) that were selected to move forward.36 
Once the “Big Idea” was chosen and a set of core principles applied to it, 
the managerial and development staff  needed to fi nd a donor to move for-
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ward. In May 2012, David H. Koch donated $35 million for Deep Time, 
enough to launch the exhibition project in earnest.37

Once a project has secure funding, the planning can truly begin. After 
a few early meetings, the exhibit developer/project manager proposes a 
schedule for weekly or biweekly meetings for a core team. Michael Mason, 
then assistant director for exhibits, was charged with coordinating mem-
bers from Exhibits for each of the Temporary and Permanent Core and 
External/Advisory Teams; Brian Huber, chair of paleobiology, coordinated 
research staff ; Shari Werb, assistant director of education and outreach, 
coordinated Education’s members.

Once the Core, External/Advisory, and Approval Teams are in place, the 
process morphs into a series of scheduled meetings. During early meetings 
the team drafted a “proof of concept,” which honed big themes, goals, and 
audiences, and wrote a call for proposals to solicit design fi rms.

While I was not privy to conversations about the choice of the design 
fi rm, the call for proposals was released on the web in May 2012 in tandem 
with the public announcement of the Koch donation, and members of 
R+P and RLMG described some of the process to me. Th e call described 
the responsibilities of the winning fi rm:

[Th e fi rm will] provide all design services for the exhibition, including all exhibi-
tion planning, design of the exhibition and all its components (i.e. graphics, light-
ing, exhibition security, object mounts and multimedia/audio-visual, interactive), 
layout of all exhibition components, A/E services for the exhibition elements, co-
ordination with the renovation project A/E on infrastructure requirements, project 
documentation, exhibition cost estimating, project management, contract admin-
istration, fabrication and installation quality assurance and coordination services, 
and all specifi cations, drawings, and associated materials necessary for the museum 
to proceed with the fabrication, conservation, stabilization, construction and in-
stallation of the new 24,500 square foot exhibition at the National Museum of 
Natural History in Washington, DC.38

According to Angela Roberts Reeder, there was some debate at this point 
about whether the writing would be done in house or contracted, and 
so the fi rms were to show proposals both with and without contracted 
writers. Firms were, for the fi rst time, requested to propose a media group 
to work alongside them in the project. In formal Requests for Proposals 
(RFPs), fi rms submitted proposals judged on “1) Plan of Accomplishment; 
2) Firm’s Experience and Past Performance; 3) Management (Management 
Plan and Key Personnel/Subcontractors); and 4) Contract Price.”39 Th e 
project was anticipated to take 120 weeks. In the end, the team selected 
R+P, the designers who had done the halls for mammals and human ori-
gins (with RLMG, who had worked on media for the latter).
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Communication, Perceptions, and Disciplinary Expertise

On my very fi rst offi  cial day at the museum in 2012, I attended the fi rst 
meeting of all the staff  who would be involved with Deep Time Permanent 
and Temporary Exhibits (the latter eventually named Last American Di-
nosaurs). What I did not realize, as I shakily introduced myself, was that I 
was meeting a room full of people many of whom were also meeting each 
other for the fi rst time.

At my fi rst meeting, I also realized that my project was in good com-
pany with works by anthropologists Douglas Holmes, George Marcus, 
and others who have talked about their informants being “paraethnogra-
phers” or being able to “ethnographize” themselves.40 As Jennifer Shannon 
had said during her work at the National Museum of the American Indian 
(NMAI), “Participants in my research were at the same time cultural ex-
perts, anthropologists and bureaucrats; in other words, their knowledge 
practices were much like mine.”41 My participants could “refl ect on, and 
study with me.”42 I therefore paid close attention to the ways people de-
scribed themselves, their roles, and the institution. At various times I heard

•  the museum described as a village full of small tribes, or an ecosystem 
where the actors changed but roles stayed the same;

•  exhibits planning and development described as fi lm production, “a 
contact sport,” baseball or hockey; the choice or development of ex-
hibits described as a process of natural selection;

•  the Deep Time exhibit described as a theater, a string of beads, a 
memoir of the Earth, a logbook, a timeship, a time machine, a space-
ship, a book, an archive, a library, a control room, a time scrapbook, 
a movie (or a trailer), a time trail, a metro map, a manual for the 
future planet, an orchestral composition, the Piazza del Campo in 
Siena;

•  the exhibit in turn viewed or at times actively controlled by the visitor 
through an element within the exhibit—imagined as a time machine, 
a veranda, a vista, a nexus, a synthesizer, a console, a portal, the bridge 
of a ship, a (mission) control board, a command center, a dial, a dash-
board, a game, a “climatometer,” a hub, a transporter room, a lens, 
an eye, a stereoscope, a “temporal positioning system,” and even the 
practice of paleontology itself.

Sometimes, these same metaphors were used by scientists to describe pa-
leontology and changing ecologies through time, both in literal and met-
aphorical language.
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At my fi rst meeting, one of the proposals pitched was an exhibit about 
the process of making exhibits. In the end, this became a subsection of the 
exhibit. Below is an excerpt from the Temporary Exhibit 10% concept 
script describing that proposed component on how the museum produces 
exhibits:

Area 8: Designing the “Deep Time” Exhibition
Along the corridor, archival and contemporary photographs, along with update-
able design sketches of the future Deep Time exhibition, give visitors a preview into 
the new hall and the work needed to develop such an expansive exhibition.

Key Message
Making an exhibition involves years of collaboration among many experts to put 
the dinosaurs—and other fossils—into a fi nished exhibit hall that will remain en-
gaging for generations of visitors.

Narratives and Components
Who’s who in developing an exhibition will feature “action” shots of the team 
and its members with short captions about their role in the exhibit development 
process. Archival photos and anecdotes will highlight changes in exhibition tech-
niques, paleobiology, and behind-the-scenes technology over the last century.43

One of the messages of the Temporary Exhibit was the precise topic of this 
chapter. Both the Deep Time and the Temporary Exhibit Teams included 
a large number of experts—in total four paleobiology research curators, 
two education specialists, an exhibits writer, two exhibit developers, three 
vertebrate preparators, and a number of other museum leadership and 
staff —all with diff erent roles and expertises.

In one meeting, Kara Blond, then acting assistant director for exhibi-
tions, noted that the way such roles in the museum shift over time was 
not unlike species fi lling new ecological niches. Th e ways in which staff  
ethnographized themselves remained interesting throughout the process. 
It was also useful to talk with my participants about some of my initial 
observations as the process moved along.

Each meeting had the feel of a seminar, and I was encouraged to treat it 
as such, but the political dynamics were much more complicated than that. 
Th ere were both shared loyalties and priorities, and all sorts of political 
complexities and anxieties, among the group that shaped its conversations.

Th is is the counterintuitive thing about exhibit-planning meetings at 
the NMNH. No one in the room has privileged speaking rights, and 
all ideas are, in theory, equally valid at the table. However, members of 
the group have diff erent modes of communication and have certain kinds 
of power, both of which may or may not relate to either the training, 
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background, or discipline from which the person comes or the fact that 
certain people actually have power over certain elements of any project 
as described above in their offi  cial roles. Th e following sections describe 
these diff erent factors as they play out in exhibit meetings and depict 
their importance for understanding underlying power dynamics in meet-
ing conversations.

Modes of Communication

It is diffi  cult to write about modes of communication because much of this 
dynamic relates to individual personalities. From the start, I was interested 
in roles and institutional cultures, so I tried not to focus on individuals. 
My audio-recorded fi eldnotes include some refl ections on individual dif-
ferences between my informants, but I chose to focus on disciplinary and 
departmental commonalities. As Abby Telfer, who runs the FossiLab and 
attended Temporary Exhibit meetings once told me, “Smithsonian special-
izes in articulate people.” Th is is exceedingly apparent at exhibit meetings. 
Some people are more talkative or argumentative than others; some wait 
patiently and then drop a cognitive bomb on the group that steers the 
whole direction of the conversation or the project; some focus on coher-
ently stating the perspective of their particular expertise; some combine 
these tactics; but all ideas are conveyed articulately and hold more or less 
sway at diff erent moments.

What is more interesting for the purposes of understanding roles is the 
ways that disciplinary and cultural belief systems and norms intersect with 
these subjectivities. I turned to a few key theorists when analyzing these 
dynamics. Sociologist Erving Goff man, in his work Th e Presentation of Self 
in Everyday Life,44 off ers a theory of self-performance where, as in a the-
ater, individuals act as either performers, audience members, or outsiders 
within social “stages.” His term “impression management” is a particularly 
useful one for thinking about the revealing and concealing of the self in 
meetings and elsewhere in the museum. Alternatively, in anthropologist 
Frederick Bailey’s analysis, political communications have “normative 
rules” that don’t “prescribe” actions but “rather set broad limits to pos-
sible actions.”45 Th ey are used to generally guide conduct and to judge 
it right or wrong, proper or improper. While the very broadest of these 
rules are shared among the group (professional language, general meeting 
conducts), disciplinary norms diff er, such that the tone or frequency of 
speech might change between, say, scientifi c and nonscientifi c staff .46 Lit-
erary theorist Homi Bhabha was likewise useful in thinking through these 
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88 Extinct Monsters to Deep Time

interactions as “in-between” or “interstitial spaces.”47 In exhibit planning, 
experts from diff erent institutional and disciplinary contexts engage in so-
cial “articulations of diff erence.”48

I came across interstitial and performative spaces in two ways: First, I 
often observed intersections between disciplinary cultures and communi-
cation when individuals would assert their particular role before speaking 
or in documents that circulated among the group. Second, I came across 
these intersections in interviews and casual conversations about people’s 
backgrounds or confl icts they were experiencing in the planning process. 
In both cases, these intersections are often made apparent in departmental 
jokes about other parts of the museum.

In Word documents that circulated with track changes, as in meetings, 
it was often clear that curators were more verbose in their comments than 
the educators, exhibits staff , or support staff . Th is was immediately appar-
ent in the Temporary Exhibit documents because the planning process 
moved at a faster pace than for Deep Time. Documents became brightly 
colored with tracked changes comments as they circulated. My favorite 
document title was: “Putting Dinosaurs in their Place_concept script 
draft_130212_H DS+MMP+SJJ+DM_H_DS2+AB+AT,” where each set 
of capital letters indicated a commenter. Th e tone of each of these partici-
pants was often distinguishable by role or discipline.

Th e stereotype in the museum is that curators are more likely to assert 
their opinions without as many qualifying statements, to be more long-
winded in their comments, to be so obsessed with facts and their own area 
of expertise that they refuse to cut text down, and to be keen to tear apart 
the tone, word choice, English usage, and grammar of exhibit text, even 
though they are not writers on the project; overall, they lack professional 
etiquette. In Exhibits, there are lots of running jokes about curators, espe-
cially about the often harsh way they comment on documents. Th is is not 
an un-useful defense mechanism. As Amy Bolton said of one experience 
with a “note” she received from a curator, “So he wanted to show me how 
wrong I was, and I was like, ‘Wow. Okay. It’s a sport around here. I get it.’”49

I experienced the sport myself when I commented, from the perspec-
tive of my archival research, on a Temporary Exhibit script that read that 
dinosaurs had been on display at Smithsonian for 100 years. My com-
ment read, “140 years? If Hadrosaurus was up in 1874 and if the hall 
opens in 2014. . .”50 When the document returned, I couldn’t help but 
feel a sinking and nervous feeling when, within my comment bubble, I 
read the reply of Hans Sues, curator on the project, in all caps: “THAT 
WAS NOT A REAL DINOSAUR EXHIBIT—THE REAL EXHIBIT 
IS A LITTLE MORE THAN 100 YEARS OLD (HALL OF EXTINCT 
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MONSTERS).” Knowing Hans as I do now, I know he was distinguishing 
his comment using all caps and that he is a jovial person who is committed 
to getting facts right, but as a new and admittedly intimidated person in 
the museum, I was left with little wonder that curatorial stereotypes, once 
they are culturally established, hold weight.

Belief Systems and Power

In trying to understand the cultural dynamics of the institution, I had 
many casual conversations with curators, educators, and staff  in Exhibits 
about their colleagues, and I was included in joking about these things in 
casual or social settings. Hypotheses abound about why diff erent experts 
might act diff erently than each other. I intentionally meld theories here, 
but some perspectives on documents, for instance, include the following: 
Curators, so used to editing documents in scientifi c circles and journals, 
have a harsher or more objective mode of editing documents. Th ey don’t 
take them personally. Exhibits people and educators, on the other hand, 
have more artistic sensibilities. Artists put more of themselves in their 
work. Criticism of an exhibit writer’s work, for instance, feels more like 
criticism of someone’s artwork. Or maybe they’re just more “touchy-feely.” 
Th ey’re trained to accept everyone’s perspectives. Scientists know that there 
is a truth out there, and that not everyone’s opinions about it count. Scien-
tists are constantly worried that Exhibits people are determined to “dumb 
down” the science and their work.

As writer Angela Roberts Reeder said,

One of the things I’ve heard from other writers is that we are often accused of 
“dumbing down” the exhibit. I think that’s an elitist perspective. What we are 
trying to do is meet our visitors where they are so they are engaged with the 
content.51

Such statements reveal entrenched power dynamics at the museum. Th e 
perceived and real power relations that they illustrate are important for 
understanding the dynamic of a new group of people working together for 
the fi rst time. And it is understood by almost everyone in the museum, ex-
cept curators, that curators are of a higher status and “caste” than everyone 
else. As educator Amy Bolton put it, “It didn’t take me long to fi gure out 
that there was not a whole lot of respect shown to the Education offi  ce.” 
As associate director for science Jonathan Coddington put it, there is “a big 
problem with privilege” in the museum because scientists are seen “by the 
rest of the museum as among the most privileged class.” On the one hand,
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that’s justifi ed because they’re expensive and we limit the number, and they have 
unusual, even extraordinary freedom to do what they want . . . they have to be the 
best in the world and world famous, and for a good reason, not a bad reason.52

Curators also have unique kinds of prestige. All have PhDs and are experts 
in some niche within their fi elds; they are expected to publish three articles 
per year in prominent journals; they are usually recruited for their jobs 
from afar and go through a rigorous selection process, and later they also 
experience a tenure-like process to keep their jobs. Th ey are usually paid 
more, and there are fewer of them. On the other hand, administrators and 
others know that curators are not, “by any means, the only expertise in 
the building” and that the museum “need[s] to do a better job of profes-
sionalizing the other voices that add into a Natural History museum, most 
obvious being outreach and collections.”53

Curators, particularly at the NMNH, are scholars fi rst and foremost, 
and their primary role is in research and publication. Th eir performance 
reviews are weighted more heavily in this area. Outreach work, while im-
portant, is not valued as deeply, and curators who take on very large-scale 
exhibit projects need to ensure that the associate director for science and 
their department chair take into account the necessary time commitments 
for the exhibit when completing their annual reports and Professional Ac-
complishments Evaluation Committee (PAEC), which evaluates a curator 
every fi ve years. I often heard that it was detrimental for curators to take 
on exhibits projects with extended timelines because accommodations for 
work on exhibits were not available for PAEC reviews. Th is has certainly 
been changing in the last few years. However, unlike publications, exhibits 
at the NMNH are not academic “credit” for curators, although they clearly 
care very much about how their scholarly colleagues will think of the fi n-
ished product. As Jonathan Coddington said,

Th e overall trend is that you start off  as a scientist here, and your reward schedules 
will be pretty clear. At least 50 percent, maybe a little more, is research quality and 
quantity. And then the rest of your time is devoted to collection and curatorial 
matters, outreach in all of its myriad forms, and professional service, which is both 
outside the museum serving on international commissions and panels, editors of 
journals, roles in scientifi c societies, and also internal things, committees. Scientists 
generally try to avoid committees.54

Such emphases make exhibit work unpopular with curators, even though 
they often get the most public credit for a completed exhibition.

Curators’ reluctance to do exhibits projects and the fact that they don’t 
often take on more than one large-scale exhibit project in their careers 
makes it diffi  cult for Exhibits staff  to build respect for their expertise and 
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experience. Each new project means training new curators in how the ex-
hibits process works and what each player on the team does. Th ese Ex-
hibits and Education staff  often have “hidden positions” in these projects. 
Very few current halls list any of their producers—including curators—ei-
ther in the space or online once they are complete. Life in the Ancient Seas 
was an exception. Because curators are the main spokespeople for exhibits, 
it is rare that the press or media interview or acknowledge noncuratorial 
Core Team members as exhibits develop and are opened, although this is 
slowly changing.

Curators are very clearly perceived to wield more ideological or concep-
tual power in the museum. In exhibits planning, power over concepts is 
distinctive. It drives the process because, today, it is an idea, not a thing, 
that is generally being translated for the public in exhibits. Of course cu-
rators, along with collections managers or in overseeing collections man-
agers, know the objects well. In a fossil exhibit, if you drive the ideas and 
you are the only person in the room who really understands the fossil 
collections that you might use to describe those ideas, then, indeed, you 
have a huge amount of power. But curators throughout the museum are 
worried that they will become mere “fact checkers.” Th is is largely because 
the curatorial role is smaller in the exhibits process than it was in the past, 
as we saw in chapter 1. Curators tend to feel that Exhibits wields more 
important power because it controls scheduling, budgets, and many other 
organizational aspects of the process.

Logistically, and in terms of money power, the Offi  ce of Exhibits controls 
the budget on an exhibit. But most exhibit projects require external fund-
raising, which comes through the development offi  ce. For Deep Time, Da-
vid Koch’s $35 million was the initial gift that allowed the project launch. If 
you follow the money, the NMNH development offi  cers who secure large 
gifts such as Koch’s and those in Exhibits who control that money once it 
comes to the museum wield huge power. Exhibits managers or developers 
are charged with overseeing not only the budget but also the schedule for 
the exhibit-planning process. While research is core to the NMNH’s pri-
mary mission, the museum, with stricter budgets, now relies very heavily on 
its outreach and development activities to survive. Th e Deep Time Initiative 
was originally proposed to be a much larger set of projects that also con-
tained substantial resources for research. By the time I began my research 
period, this money had only partially materialized, though Deep Time was 
still conceived as a wider research initiative. Koch funded the exhibit proj-
ect, not the research initiative, and so the exhibit project took precedence.

One of the main roles for Exhibits is to manage the project and all of 
its logistics, which is certainly the offi  ce’s own form of unique power. Ex-
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hibits also manages the overall development of content and ideas. In many 
projects, these two aspects—overseen by project managers and exhibit de-
velopers—are controlled by two diff erent people. As Sally Love said of her 
time as exhibit developer on the Kenneth E. Behring Family Hall of Mam-
mals, “Elizabeth Musteen was the project manager, so she coordinated sort 
of the physical aspect of it and I coordinated the content development, the 
design development, and writing. Th at was pretty complicated.”55 Both 
positions need incredible time management and “super organization skills” 
for “keeping track of all these diff erent details.” Exhibit developers, Sally 
Love said, like movie producers, have to rein in all of the moving parts 
while maintaining a coherent vision and team morale:

You’re pulling in the writers, the directors, the designers, the builders, the content 
and just trying to coordinate all these diff erent pieces and move it forward in a way 
that you still have some judgment call to make on some of this stuff . Hopefully. 
And then work for a consensus. You have to be sort of part psychologist, group 
therapist, bartender, but it’s just trying to get people to sign on.

At a higher level, audience advocates in both Exhibits and Education 
also see themselves as communication professionals—they communicate 
science and ideas aesthetically, textually, and programmatically for a di-
verse public. Shari Werb described educators as “translators” who “bring 
to life” and “connect all of our resources at the museum with our public 
. . . in a living way.”56 Educators have vast experience “creating things that 
are durable, that they understand how the public moves in this space. Th ey 
have techniques and imaginations for creating spaces that are inviting to 
people.”57 Th ey often feel it is their responsibility to ask seemingly naïve 
questions, on behalf of the public. When asked what makes a good exhibit 
developer, Kara Blond, then acting assistant director for exhibitions, said:

Th e desire to include the visitor in the conversation. To go out and say, “Does this 
make any sense to you, and what about you and you and you? Do you get what 
we’re trying to say? What questions does this raise? What information do you need 
to know before you can understand this?”58

Th is was also true of other Exhibits staff  at the meetings. Writer Angela 
Roberts Reeder felt that exhibit writers, as audience advocates at the table, 
have a responsibility to ask “naïve questions.” As she articulated, “I’m ask-
ing the questions and sometimes feeling stupid so that my readers don’t.”59 
Amy Bolton said, “When I sit in the meetings, I actually write questions 
down that I have about what people are assuming or saying”60 to later 
question those assumptions. Bolton also likewise saw her role as channel-
ling diff erent kinds of visitors and their perspectives:
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I’m an advocate for the visitor. All of them. Every last one of them . . . I’m a con-
duit for diff erent approaches or diff erent ways of thinking about the topics that 
we’ve got. I am not a content specialist, but what I can do is look at the content 
and say, “Well, here’s an entry point for it or here is a sequencing of it.” . . . And I 
can imagine the same thing from many perspectives. By keeping the visitor in my 
head, I can say, “Okay, I am a novice boy in a family of three.”61

Amy Bolton continued, “My personal expertise is the systematic design 
and instruction, so I have a very systematic way of thinking about things. 
. . . I can think through that sequencing, whether it’s linear or from mul-
tiple entry points.”62 Educators work with the scientists to understand sci-
entifi c content and then translate it to make it understandable and relevant 
to visitors. As Shari Werb said,

What’s cool? What might be interesting to your average person and teenager about 
what you’re doing? . . . Th e educator takes that story and shapes it into something 
that models the work that the scientist is doing but will become relevant to the 
audience that we’re trying to reach.

Relevancy is understood through “testing and testing and testing with that 
audience to make sure that what we’re developing makes sense,” Werb con-
tinued.63 Both exhibits and education professionals also conduct bench-
marking studies,

bringing in people who work with specifi c content . . . so you’re not reinventing 
something that’s already been tested and done well, but you may be adapting it for 
your own environment, or you’re basing it on things that you know, like research 
that you know has worked over time and adapting it for your new environment . . . 
You want to do that research and keep coming back to it.64

Th is approach is not always respected by curators, despite its grounding 
in social science and psychology research. Th ere is rampant distrust of this 
kind of research from the scientifi c community in the museum. As Angela 
Roberts Reeder said of research scientists’ perspectives on exhibit writers’ 
knowledge of their audiences,

Just to paint a grossly broad brush—subject specialists, curators, scientists, they 
would like for visitors to actually read more than studies have shown that they do 
read, or the scientists will use vocabulary not realizing that most people don’t know 
that vocabulary. Or they think that my statement that we write for an eighth-grade 
reading level is an insult, when really it’s not.65

National Public Radio, or NPR, she pointed out, writes to an eighth-grade 
level. And no one wants to read at a postgraduate level all the time on top-
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94 Extinct Monsters to Deep Time

ics they don’t know.66 As Amy Bolton said, “Not talking to them like they 
have a bachelor’s in science but talking to them like they’re novices in a way 
that’s respectful of their being adults would be great.”

Often, commiserated exhibit developer Sally Love, “writers get most of 
the abuse.”67 As Kara Blond said, “Th ere is an impression that this process 
of communication is not a unique set of skills,” that anyone can teach or 
“come up with creative ways to tell stories that connect with visitors.”68 
But these skills are based on training, research, and many years of honing 
methods for communicating to broad publics. As Shari Werb, assistant 
director for education and outreach, said,

It’s hard to be valued for that though. It’s kind of a quiet skill. . . . It comes out of 
a lot of observation and a lot of methodology . . . but if done well, it looks really 
simple . . . it’s invisible.69

Indeed, there is ongoing research in the museum and across the Smith-
sonian in the fi elds of education, visitor studies, and evaluation, but these 
forms of research are often considered lesser forms of knowledge produc-
tion. Even cultural anthropologists in the building, like myself, take heat 
from the other sciences about the validity of their research. Unfortunately, 
diff erent epistemological traditions in education and evaluation are ghet-
toized and openly criticized by many curators both at meetings and in the 
hallways. To wield power as an educator, according to Amy Bolton, “you 
have to have your feet fi rmly grounded in the pedagogy and the philoso-
phy, especially in a building like this where it’s a science building. Other-
wise, it comes across as weak. And resistance to it, to be able to articulate it, 
that’s really important.”70 For education and evaluation professionals, the 
problem is greatly exacerbated by other institutional hierarchies. Exhibits 
and Education staff  often discuss strategies for how to better communicate 
their work to other museum departments, particularly scientifi c ones, for 
this reason.

Th ere’s a strong sense among researchers and outreach staff  that one 
group doesn’t really understand what the other does, or how important 
it is. Th ere is a sentiment among both Exhibits and Education staff  that 
curators don’t respect their expertise.

Training, Background, and Discipline
Unlike scientifi c disciplines, a PhD is not often needed to have expertise in 
exhibits planning and outreach, knowing or understanding visitors, doing 
audiovisual or mount-making work, or managing large projects. In the 
last forty years the Education and Exhibits departments have, as Jona-
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Group Dynamics: Exhibit Meetings and Expertise 95

than Coddington put it, “come into their own as professional centers of 
expertise.”71 Yet in large part this expertise draws on best practices and 
disciplinary standards, many years of experience and training, and the 
mentorship of previous experts more than advanced degrees. While most 
upper-level Exhibits and Education staff  had master’s degrees in a relevant 
fi eld, some even in the sciences, the staff  that I interviewed had incredibly 
varied pathways that led them to their current work. Th ree of the exhibit 
developers/managers on my fl oor had master’s degrees in museum studies. 
Kara Blond and the educational specialist on the project, Amy Bolton, 
had been journalists who later got specialized master’s degrees in learn-
ing design and technology and education and instructional technology, 
respectively. Angela Roberts Reeder, the main exhibit writer for Deep Time, 
had worked for the Princeton Review for many years, received a master’s 
degree from George Washington University in museum education, and 
then trained at the Offi  ce of Exhibits Central (OEC) before joining the 
NMNH staff . Mike Lawrence, the chief of design, had pursued arts and 
education, then a master’s in architecture, and had been an architect with 
a fi rm that had done other museum projects at NMNH before becoming 
an NMNH exhibit designer. As Amy Bolton said of her own experience, 
it was not, “a straight linear path from beginning to end. . . . It’s more of 
an amalgamation of skills and perspectives that actually make sense, when 
you look at it from the big picture.”72

Curators have a much more predictable trajectory. It’s a prerequisite for 
the job. When I asked how each curator became interested in what they 
did, they often related that they began with a childhood interest, liked 
science in high school, went to college and majored in some relevant area, 
had an important professorial mentor who encouraged them to continue 
into graduate school, and did a postdoc or two. Th en, they applied for a 
Smithsonian curatorial job. Today, you generally need a PhD to be hired 
as a curator at the NMNH. As I know well, PhDs require a huge commit-
ment to a single, very specialized fi eld. Of course there are diff erent indi-
vidual trajectories among the curators—Kay Behrensmeyer, for instance, 
had been an art major when she started college—and their in-between jobs 
and steps, the places they studied and the theoretical paradigm they stud-
ied under, and the circumstances of how they got started in the fi eld diff er 
not inconsequentially. Nevertheless, their current jobs are the result of a 
lifetime of career development and training in a specialized research fi eld.

Th is is not to say that exhibits work is not specialized, because it is. 
But Exhibits staff  in many cases never knew that the jobs they have now 
existed, or that they would end up working in them. As I illustrate, histor-
ically many of these jobs did not, in fact, exist.
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96 Extinct Monsters to Deep Time

Exhibit and outreach staff  pride themselves on being able to work in 
teams. Th ey also pride themselves on their ability to accept others’ knowl-
edge and perspectives. While much scientifi c work, especially today, is col-
laborative, a research career at its core is an individual enterprise. It is up to 
individual scientists to defend the importance (and accuracy) of their work 
and ideas, certainly when applying for jobs, but also when giving talks or 
interacting among other scientists. As Jonathan Coddington articulated, 
“PhDs are a license to think, and you will thereafter become basically a 
self-employed intellectual entrepreneur. You’d better learn how to do it by 
yourself using just the resources available.”73 It is apparent that sometimes 
curators misrecognize exhibit meetings as scientifi c seminars, or assume 
(wrongly) that all colleagues communicate in the same way they do. Gen-
erally, curators speak much more often and for much longer than the other 
in-house team members.

At the same time, individuals can create reputations for themselves that 
transcend disciplinary stereotypes. As Amy Bolton put it, “Th e commu-
nity might have a general impression of your department, but they can 
hold your reputation separate from that, which I found out pretty early.”74

In textual production, it is also true that two main roles, curators and 
exhibit writers, are experts in writing, although of very diff erent kinds. 
Although I did not observe the process of scripting labels for the per-
manent or temporary Paleo hall, I heard about the process in relation to 
other smaller displays, such as a temporary T. rex display installed in the 
Constitution Avenue lobby in January 2014 and in interviews. I also re-
viewed many previous script drafts with curatorial edits in the archives. In 
addition, I saw debates about phrasing in some early formative documents.

Th is is one of the main areas where disciplinary training and cultures 
clash. To a curator, many exhibit scripts for labels look a lot like manu-
scripts that research scientists review and produce in their scholarly work. 
Scripts are circulated as long, double-spaced typed documents in ordinary 
letter size. However, unlike a manuscript, text from these documents, in 
the end, will appear as very diff erently sized pieces, broken up in blocks of 
diff erent colors and backgrounds:

So, they look like a manuscript. Th ey [scientists] will often think that every word 
in the exhibit script is important, but what they don’t realize is that some of the 
exhibit script will be in a smaller font, but the titles are going to be in sixty-four-
point type.75

Exhibit writers are accustomed to thinking about levels of text, and how 
text will manifest once designers have contextualized it. Curators are also 
clearly concerned about what their scholarly colleagues will think about 
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Group Dynamics: Exhibit Meetings and Expertise 97

fi nished label content, whereas writers are concerned only about visitor 
understanding.

Some of these tensions arise because most curators in the museum 
rarely, if ever, work on exhibits (or go in them). Th is prevents, as Kara 
Blond described, “curator[s] learning from one exhibit to the next.”76 Each 
process requires initiating a new curator from a new department and fi eld 
of study into the exhibition process. Th e process is so complex that “we’ve 
tried to get curators from past projects to talk to the curators from new 
projects, but it tends to be of limited help.” Until you’re in the process, “I 
don’t know if you quite get what you’re buying into.”77

Th us, even among a group of graduate-educated, English-speaking 
museum professionals at a single institution, projects are produced and 
received in diff erent cultural systems so that “meaning is never simply mi-
metic and transparent.”78 Literary theorist and philosopher Mikhail Bakh-
tin off ers another way to think about these translations: while the form 
of communication may be similar, the thoughts embedded in them are 
contextual and heteroglossic, or expressing multiple viewpoints. In exhibit 
meetings and in associated documents where individuals try to creatively 
describe emergent ideas and physical forms, there is a “minimum level of 
comprehension in practical communication.” Yet what each person says is 
really only fully understood by people of a similar role or discipline. It is 
not universally understood, and is in fact often misunderstood, by those 
who represent other professional practices.79

Exhibit Meeting Frictions and Complimentarities

Th ere is an ebb and fl ow to meetings, and also a constant movement be-
tween group cohesion and individuals’ diff ering perspectives. Slowly, trans-
lation across expertise generates a shared group language.

Friction in the Articulation of Roles

Participants oscillate between implicit and explicit articulation of their 
roles, constantly code-switching between disciplinary, group, and collo-
quial language. In my written meeting notes, I made sure to take down 
when a sentence was using the plural subject “we” pertaining to the whole 
group, “we” pertaining to a departmental or disciplinary group, or the 
singular “I.” Sometimes the plural “we” notated group language and imag-
ining. In other instances “we” pertained to a departmental or disciplinary 
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98 Extinct Monsters to Deep Time

expertise. Th e singular “I” (I think, I’m not sure that . . .) or possessive 
“my” (my thinking is that . . .) often also implied departmental and disci-
plinary expertise, although more implicitly.

Occasionally, it was noticeable that someone was asserting their role in 
the process because they jumped into a conversation within their particular 
domain. Amy Bolton might, for instance, interject a question about visitor 
learning into a conversation among curators about a scientifi c topic. Such 
articulations were made explicit in two ways: First, when a member of the 
group turned to a person with a specifi c expertise (e.g., “Well maybe, Amy, 
this is where you might have something to say about this”). A nonexpert 
was thus volleying to a topic expert. Second, roles were made explicit by 
the person speaking—experts or nonexperts of a topic would assert their 
own roles in relation to the topic when expressing their own knowledge 
(“From a visitor experience perspective I would say that . . .”) or, alterna-
tively, to humbly suggest an opinion they had no particular expertise on 
(“I’m not an educator, but . . .” or “I’m just the writer, but . . .”). It is clear 
that sometimes this shift in voice asserted authority. In other instances it 
was a form of humility in a room of big personalities (“I might just be the 
developer, but . . .”). Curators were more likely to assert this authority in 
plural form, saying things in reference to their fi eld (“Paleobotanists tend 
to think that . . .”).

Th ere are also tensions within diff erent roles. For instance, designers 
described feeling confl icted between their roles in the aesthetic elements 
of the design, their role as communicators of content and messaging, and 
their role in placing or displaying objects: “Especially in the beginning,” 
Fang-Pin Lee said, “they’re not together, and it’s how you play against the 
tension of all three elements to fi nd that rhythm or form that will satisfy 
all the requirements.”80

Translating Frictions

Translation is likewise both implicit and explicit. When translations were 
explicit, members of the group might ask for a defi nition of another team 
member’s expressions, or they might joke about the act of translation itself. 
In early meetings, Fang-Pin Lee and the other designers used the term 
“move” (e.g., “that would be a big move”) until Scott Wing fi nally inter-
jected with, “I’m sorry, but can you defi ne move for us?” A “move,” Fang-
Pin Lee explained, was a large design element that characterized a space.81 
As Angela Roberts Reeder said, such disciplinary terminology, while “nec-
essary for the type of work that the experts do,” isn’t always understandable 
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Group Dynamics: Exhibit Meetings and Expertise 99

to those without that expertise.82 Much of the team’s early work necessarily 
involved translating across these languages.

Likewise, certain scientifi c terms, because they are aligned with areas of 
exhibit design, have to be defi ned for the group. As Richard Lewis related, 
one of the biggest skills for all of the nonpaleontologists at meetings was to 
become conversant enough in the fi eld to engage with group conversations:

We want to be in a position where the people who are the most knowledgeable in 
the world about a particular subject can feel like they’re having a conversation with 
us and we’re holding up our end.83

Likewise, Kara Blond said, “You need to know enough of those languages 
to translate across them.”84 In her previous life as a reporter, she had to be 
conversant enough in court language to ask good questions while being 
able to clarify unfamiliar statements or terms, to be able to say, “Th at word 
in particular could mean thirty diff erent things. Which of those meanings 
do you intend?”85

Indeed, Kara said, “the advantage of being a generalist is that you don’t 
know those languages.”86 Angela Roberts Reeder similarly conveyed the 
importance of having nonexperts in the content of the exhibit, saying, “I 
think that’s one of the advantages of having a writer who isn’t a subject 
expert. I can sit in a meeting with our curators and ask the questions that 
our visitors need me to ask in order to get at the essence of the story.”87

Th ere are other kinds of translations that take place when non–Core 
Team staff  attend meetings, and the Core Team has to translate terms that 
have become adopted as group language. Such group terminology often 
developed in a matter of hours before becoming common groupspeak.

Th roughout the process, the exhibit developer/project manager has the 
job of translating across the diff erent expertises. Exhibits team members 
also have to translate the vast numbers of perspectives and expertises in-
volved in other parts of the building renovation and development.88

Friction as Political Work

Each member of the team, particularly at the early stages, is experimenting 
with how best to articulate their argument, convince others of their ideas, 
or see their ideas come to fruition. As media designer Richard Lewis artic-
ulated, the uniqueness of Smithsonian exhibit planning is that, rather than 
dealing with one charismatic individual, lots of people are at the table, 
“each of whom does have some degree of power. Each of whom has some 
authority that they can actually wield.”89
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100 Extinct Monsters to Deep Time

With multiple big personalities at the table, it’s sometimes diffi  cult, in-
timidating, or frustrating for nonscientists to assert their ideas and exper-
tise. As Kara Blond said of this process, “some of it is being willing to stand 
up for what you think is right even in the face of a pretty hot response or a 
lot of pushback. And some of it is knowing when to fold.”90

In literature on the anthropology of politics, Fredrick Bailey writes about 
the ways that politics are not only about how individuals “advance them-
selves” but what “tactics” are employed, which work similarly “whether 
it is a principle or an individual which is being advanced.”91 Th ese game 
tactics for certain ideological positions are certainly at play in meetings. 
However, as I mentioned elsewhere, normative tactics for these debates are 
not always shared.

Th is was one of the biggest challenges for many audience advocates. As 
Angela Roberts Reeder told me, “I really have to think about what battles 
are worth fi ghting; how to negotiate and then where to say no. I’m still 
navigating that.”92

Even as the group develops a rapport and set of shared expressions and 
ideas, new people, visitors, or guests to these meetings redefi ne such tac-
tics. At the beginning of the second workshop where Paleo department 
staff  were invited, the exhibit developer commented that “Scott has off ered 
to translate.” Scott Wing replied, “Yes, I’m UN certifi ed.”

Meetings are thus not only about planning among the Core Team. Core 
Team meetings and other affi  liated meetings with the exhibit can be used 
to strategically include other staff  or important players in the process. Th is 
encouragement of “buy-in” is true more broadly of meetings at the mu-
seum. As Kay Behrensmeyer said of her time as associate director for sci-
ence, assembling meetings becomes a “kind of creative communications 
design” in which actors or resources can be mobilized.93

In interviews, perhaps because the exhibit was at an early stage, Core 
Team staff  were reluctant to talk about who would have fi nal say on any 
particular aspect of the exhibit. As Amy Bolton said,

I’m really curious to see what happens when we start saying things like, “Th e ma-
rine stuff  has to go.” And then what happens when the marine curators get wind of 
that one. I think Matt [Carrano] is working really hard to get as much input ahead 
of time as possible. But I think the hard decisions are going to come, and I’m not 
really sure how that’s going work. Nobody wants to vote. I think some people will 
relinquish, I’m not sure. I’m not really sure.

When pressed about whether the fi nal say was more likely to reside 
with curators than, say, the exhibit developer, Amy Bolton continued: “I 
think it’s the curators. My impression is it’s the curators.” (Th is is my clear 
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Group Dynamics: Exhibit Meetings and Expertise 101

impression, too.) When I asked about fi nal decisions further along in the 
process, Kara Blond noted that “it’s clearly not always consensus. Most 
things get worked out in the process . . . it’s a rare argument that ends up 
having to get a higher level in decision-making, but it happens.”94 Th is is 
where additional teams come in. Th e exhibit process requires a breadth of 
expertise beyond the Core Team, especially as it moves into more devel-
oped stages. To start, two main in-house teams—the Advisory/Extended 
Team and the Approval Team—are directly involved in planning. Beyond 
that, many teams are involved in other elements of the project.

Complementary Group Imaginings

Many ideas and terms are tossed into meeting conversations. Some of 
them are volleyed among the group. Some are off ered once and then never 
return. Of those that are volleyed, a few stick, and these become shared 
group expressions. Sometimes expressions emerge after a great deal of ar-
gument. Other times this process happens organically.

My favorite of these was during a discussion in the second workshop. 
Th e group was wrestling with how to illustrate past environments when 

Figure 2.10. Exhibit meeting with Deep Time Temporary and Core Exhibit Teams 
and Sant Director Kirk Johnson, May 2013. Photo by the author.
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there are holes in the fossil record. Kay Behrensmeyer off ered the com-
ment: “We can’t say we’re not going to do it because we don’t have all the 
data—it’s an informed imagination.” Minutes later, that term was echoed 
by two other curators in the room, one saying, “Everyone knows we don’t 
know everything . . . who else can give it a stab than the people in the 
room? Some dates are irrefutable. Others are unknown. As Kay Behrens-
meyer said, it’s an ‘informed imagination.’”95

Group cohesion also happens through the invention or adoption of 
shared terminology for specifi c elements in the proto-exhibit design. One 
such term was “porkchops,” which began to be used to describe the un-
cannily porkchop-shaped placeholders in the exhibit design drawings for 
content that would take up fl oor space (any space that was not a thruway). 
It became common in the design process to have elaborate conversations 
about what was going to be in this or that “porkchop,” or how much space 
the “porkchops” were taking up. Th ese terms are important not only be-
cause they are used to discuss imagined spaces and things but also because 
they help to form the group’s shared identity though language and joking.

Th ere are also parallels in thinking between some of the fi elds of ex-
pertise at the table. For instance, designer Fang-Pin Lee said of scientists’ 
practice,

Th e way that scientists think about the world and the way they analyze, and they 
debate, and try to think of hypotheses, is not too dissimilar from the way designers 
have been trained to think creatively, and analyze, and problem-solve. . . . And 
I’m so glad that . . . when I chose to study design, I still ended up doing science.96

Th ese parallels can be creatively refreshing and professionally rewarding.

Creativity and Innovation as Complementarity

Many tension-fi lled discussions render highly creative and hybrid solu-
tions to group problems. Many staff  found working with other experts 
to be one of their most professionally exciting and rewarding experiences, 
despite diff erences of opinion and practice and despite the many outward 
or gossiped-about frictions I encountered. It was at these boundaries of 
knowledge and perspective that many people found themselves the most 
inspired and driven to do good work. As Fang-Pin Lee said of working 
with interdisciplinary teams,

I was inspired mostly probably by curators and their passion for what they do, their 
extreme passion for what they do. And their fascination and their relentlessness. 
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And so, working with them directly has probably been one of my greatest pleasures 
in my work and going behind the scenes, interacting with them, arguing with 
them, celebrating with them.97

While some of this work can thus be diffi  cult, writers and other exhibits 
staff  do feel that having in-house scientists as resources is a distinct advan-
tage. As Reeder said:

Having more access to the scientists and subject specialists . . . has been great. And 
the scientists that we have here want to get their message out. For the most part, 
they’ve all been willing to work with me and it’s been really great.98

As Kim Moeller, in-house designer (and previous graphics supervisor), said 
of the process,

I think once you go through a project together, you have a much better under-
standing about how projects work to make it an exhibit and what people’s roles are 
and what their talents are and their education is, and all of those things . . . and 
there’s a huge amount of respect. . . . By the end of that project, whether its six 
months later or a year later or fi ve years later, you get it. You all get it.99

Initial frictions and negotiations thus also forge important relationships 
and levels of respect across disciplines that ordinarily remain siloed in the 
museum.

Conclusion

Th is chapter has described group dynamics in exhibits planning, draw-
ing on ethnographic methods of observation and in-depth interviews with 
Deep Time’s various experts. In a project as large as Deep Time’s, the num-
ber of people involved in the exhibit development process grows exponen-
tially as it progresses. I used my own experience and observations as an 
entry into understanding the ways that these various experts are spatially 
and disciplinarily divided in the museum and how the roles of power and 
perception play into how these experts relate to each other. Meetings are 
unique in that experts operating in diff erent disciplinary fi elds, modes 
of communication, and professional cultures come together to exchange 
ideas and vie for conceptual power.

Importantly (as we will see again in chapter 4 on content development), 
unique spaces of complementarity often emerge where paradoxical mis-
sions and values collide. Th ese complementarities are described as pro-
fessionally diffi  cult but important for balanced, imaginative, and creative 
exhibit development.
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104 Extinct Monsters to Deep Time

In the next chapter, I describe the roots of these frictions and the devel-
opment of collaborative exhibits processes with the infl ux of new expertise 
in the museum from the Smithsonian’s postwar Exhibits Modernization 
program to now.
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